
Automatic Reconstruction of Unstructured 3DData: Combining a Medial Axis and ImplicitSurfacesEric Bittar y, Nicolas Tsingos z, Marie-Paule Gascuel z,y TIMB - TIMC / IMAGInstitut Albert Bonniot, Universit�e Joseph Fourier,Facult�e de M�edecine de Grenoble, 38 706 La Tronche, FranceEric.Bittar@imag.frz iMAGIS / IMAGBP 53, F-38041 Grenoble cedex 09, FranceNicolas.Tsingos@imag.fr, Marie-Paule.Gascuel@imag.fr(iMAGIS is a joint project of CNRS, INRIA,Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble and Universit�e Joseph Fourier)AbstractThis paper presents a new method that combines a medial axis and implicit surfaces in order to reconstruct a 3Dsolid from an unstructured set of points scattered on the object's surface. The representation produced is basedon iso-surfaces generated by skeletons, and is a particularly compact way of de�ning a smooth free-form solid.The method is based on the minimisation of an energy representing a \distance" between the set of data pointsand the iso-surface, resembling previous reserach 19. Initialisation, however, is more robust and e�cient sincethere is computation of the medial axis of the set of points. Instead of subdividing existing skeletons in orderto re�ne the object's surface, a new reconstruction algorithm progressively selects skeleton-points from the pre-computed medial axis using an heuristic principle based on a \local energy" criterion. This drastically speedsup the reconstruction process. Moreover, using the medial axis allows reconstruction of objects with complextopology and geometry, like objects that have holes and branches or that are composed of several connectedcomponents. This process is fully automatic. The method has been successfully applied to both synthetic andreal data.Keywords: Shape reconstruction, implicit surfaces, medial axis.1. IntroductionWith the recent development of advanced range-imaging sensors, automatic object reconstruction from sets ofsample points has became a very important issue in Computer Graphics. It can be used for mixing real andsynthetic objects in production applications, or for speeding up the modelling of complex shapes like characterfaces. Reconstruction techniques are also needed in many application �elds such as inverse engineering, simu-lation, and medical imaging. Although many di�erent approaches have already been proposed, robust methodslack for reconstructing unstructured sets of points. Methods must be applicable to complex geometrical andtopological objects, including those which contain holes, branches, and possibly several connected compo-nents,even without any a-priori information. This paper presents a fully automatic reconstruction algorithmbased on both medial axis and implicit surfaces that solves this problem.1.1. Previous approachesOne of the most common approaches for reconstruction consists in deforming a surface or a volume in orderto �t the set of data points. Energy-minimising curves known as \snakes", were introduced by Kass, Witkinand Terzopoulos 15. The idea has been widely used and developed 26, and the active contour has turned



to an active surface deformed by internal forces such as pressure and by external forces based on the dataset 8. Most of the time implementation relies on splines, but Miller proposes a geometrically deformable modelbased on triangles 18. Sclaro� and Pentland 23 �t a super-quadric using modal deformations and displacementmaps. Terzopoulos and Metaxas use a physically-based approach for local and global deformations of super-quadrics 25. All these methods reconstruct �xed topological surfaces.A few recent papers describe more general models, that can handle objects of various topologies. Delingette 9introduces \Simplex Meshes" which enable the user to adapt topology interactively. Other approaches changethe topology in a purely automatic way, such as Leitner who uses an adaptative spline surface 17, and Lachaudand Bainville who derive their model from triangulation 16.Another way to by-pass the limitation of snakes to �xed topological type is to use local techniques. Szeliskireconstructs objects using physically-based interacting particles 24. Hoppe introduces a graph traversal tech-nique in 13 to approximate tangent planes at each data point. For every point in space, he calculates a signeddistance to the nearest tangent plane which acts as a local linear approximation of the surface to be recon-structed. The reconstructed surface is then de�ned as the zero-set of this distance function, and a polygonalrepresentation is computed from a spatial partitionning technique. In 12, the author completes the method bya piecewise smooth surface optimisation in order to obtain more accurate representation and better recoveryof sharp features. Boissonnat 5; 6 derives his reconstruction methods from the Delaunay triangulation of theset of data-points. Edelsbrunner and M�ucke 10 introduce a parameter � that tunes the degree of detail whilederiving a shape from a Delaunay triangulation. Attali 1 computes the Vorono�� graph of the points to buildthe \skeleton" of the object and reconstruct its shape. The main limitation of these techniques is that theydo not work well with unstructured sets of points, and cannot handle very noisy databases.Muraki 19 is the �rst to use implicit surfaces generated by skeletons for shape reconstruction. These surfaceshave the advantage of modelling smooth free-form shapes in a very compact way, and permit an easy de�nitionof a \distance" to the set of data-points that can be used for energy minimisation. However, the methoddevelopped in 19 is very slow, and does not fully exploit the potential of implicit surfaces.1.2. OverviewWe propose a new method for reconstructing a closed object of complex unknown topology with an implicitsurface generated by skeleton-points. The method uses only an unstructured set of data-points scattered onthe object's surface; no further information, such as normals to the surface at each data-point, is needed. Inthe �rst step, we calculate a medial axis from the set of points. Then, we use smart implicit surfaces providinglocal shape control to initialise and then progressively re�ne surface reconstruction. Skeleton-points generatingthe iso-surface are automatically selected from the medial axis elements during an iterative process. Energyminimisation steps are performed at each iteration in order to adjust the skeleton's parameters. This reducesthe �nal number of skeletons used.In the rest of this paper Section 2 introduces implicit surfaces generated by skeletons, discusses the previoustechniques for reconstruction with implicit surfaces, and presents the basis of the approach. Section 3 de�nesthe medial axis of a set of points and shows how it can be used for initialising the positions and parameters ofthe skeleton-points that generate the iso-surface. Section 4 presents the iterative algorithm that progressivelyadds skeletons in order to perform precise reconstruction while limiting the number of skeletons used. Wepresent results and conclusion in Section 5.2. Principles of shape reconstruction with implicit surfaces2.1. Iso-surfaces generated by skeletonsDeveloped up to now as a tool for free form modeling 30; 29; 4; 3, iso-surfaces generated by skeletons constitutea good alternative to traditional implicit surfaces directly de�ned by an analytical equation. Using skeletonsthat are simple geometric primitives facilitates the design and o�ers compact storage of complex shapes.An implicit surface S generated by a set of skeletons Si(i = 1::n) with associated \�eld functions" fi isde�ned by: S = fP 2 IR3 = f(P ) = isog where f(P ) = nXi=1 fi(P )



� iso is a given scalar iso-value.� The skeletons Si can be any geometric primitive admitting a well de�ned distance function.� The �eld functions fi are monotonically decreasing functions of the distance to the associated skeleton. Theycan be de�ned, for instance, by exponential functions 2, by pieces of polynomials 20; 30, or by parametrizedprocedural functions 14.The surface surrounds a volume de�ned by f(P ) � iso, and normal vectors are directed along the gradient off . The examples of implicit surfaces given in Figure 1 show how the �eld function can be used for tuning theway implicit primitives blend together.(a) \soft" �eld function (b) \sharp" �eld functionFigure 1: The implicit surface de�ned by two skeleton-points that generate the same �eld function. The slopeused for the �eld function on the right side is ten time greater than on the left side.2.2. Previous approaches for reconstruction with implicit surfacesMuraki 19 presents an automatic method for generating an implicit shape description from range data thatinclude both scattered points and normal vectors to the surface at those points. The surface used for recon-struction is de�ned by Blinn's \Blobby Model" 2. Only skeleton-points Si = (xi; yi; zi) are used, and �elds areexpressed as exponential functions of the distance d(P;Si):fi(P ) = bi e�aid(P;Si)where bi can be either positive or negative. A \negative skeleton" ,i.e., a skeleton with a negative �eld,reduces the implicit volume, while positive skeletons extend it. The principle of the reconstruction algorithmconsists in minimising an energy representing the \distance" between the current implicit surface and thedata. The reconstructed shape is iteratively re�ned by subdividing some skeleton-points into two new ones,and optimising their parameters according to the energy function.However, no satisfying way is proposed to select which skeleton points must be divided, leading to a veryintensive computation process which forbids the use of this method for detailled objects. Moreover, the choice ofan exponential �eld function doesn't localise the reconstruction process. Every part of the surface is inuencedby all the skeleton-points, including those that are distant. Adding new skeletons to the representation modi�esthe shape everywhere, even in areas that are already reconstructed well. Finally, the initialisation proposedwith a single skeleton-point positionned at the center of mass of the data does not seem appropriate for objectsof complex topology, such as objects with holes.Tsingos et al. 28 present a semi-automatic method for reconstruction with implicit surfaces. As in 19, skele-tons are progressively subdivided to re�ne reconstruction, but e�ciency is improved by use of a selectioncriterion based on \local skeleton energy". In order to hold objects of complex topology and geometry, ini-tialisation is interactively performed by the user who has to de�ne an initial set of skeletons and a number ofslightly overlapping \reconstruction windows". Results are good, but the experiments we did with this methodshow that a lot of time has to be spent trying some positions for the initial skeletons and for the reconstructionwindows. This can be a problem since, despite optimisation, reconstruction does not run at interactive rates.For most applications, a fully automatic method seems more appropriate. This is the issue addressed inthis paper by introduction of medial axis to provide an automatic and robust way of initialising and addingskeletons.



2.3. Combining a medial axis and implicit surfacesIso-surfaces generated by skeletons are very convenient for reconstruction, since they provide an easy way tode�ne an energy which gives a current \distance" to the data, they de�ne a smooth surface, and they o�er avery compact representation of the object for only positions of skeleton-points and associated �eld parametershave to be stored.As shown in the previous section, neither initialising the set of skeletons with a single primitive nor askingthe user to perform the initialisation is a good solution. Moreover, splitting existing primitives in two isine�cient since the new skeletons are introduced at the same site, so the optimisation process has to \drag"them over a non negligible distance.Consequently, we propose a new method that exploits medial axis information computed from the data toboth initialise and progressively re�ne the set of skeleton-points. The idea is to iteratively select these pointsfrom a pre-computed set of candidates. This is done in two steps:� We compute the medial axis of the data-points and tune its resolution in order to obtain a representationof the object by an appropriate number of spheres. This step takes the object's topology into account, andprovides a set of candidate primitives to be used for reconstruction. The center of each sphere can be usedfor positionning a skeleton-point, while its radius gives information on the �eld function to be chosen.� In order to perform smooth surface reconstruction while using only a few of the medial axis primitives, werun an iterative process that progressively selects useful primitives from the medial axis data, uses them asnew skeletons for the implicit surface, and tunes their parameters in order to obtain a better data �t. Theheuristic we use for quickly selecting which primitive to add next is based on the choice of a function withlocal support for expressing the �eld functions.The two next sections detail the two steps of this algorithm.3. Medial axisThe \medial axis" 21 is a �lling-out of an object with balls. It can be intuitively considered as the set of pointsthat are the farthest \inside" the object, forming a \skeleton" that gives information on the object's topologyand geometry. Thus, these points seem very good candidates for becoming skeletons of an iso-surface thatrepresents the object.3.1. De�nitionsLet us consider a set S of spheres that are included inside the object.Maximal sphere: a maximal shpere is a sphere of S that is not included in any other sphere of S.Medial axis: the medial axis is the locality of the centers of the maximal spheres of the object, associatedwith their radii.3.2. Medial axis extractionWe use an approach based on discrete geometry, for which an approximation of the object as a set of voxels isrequired. To obtain this representation, we �rst divide a bounding box for the set of data-points into a uniform3D lattice. Then, we have to identify voxels to be labelled as \inside voxels".1. Space partitionning: Voxels containing data points are labelled as \border voxels" which means thatthey will be crossed by the surface to be reconstructed.2. Labelling the inside: Finding where the inside is located is not easy for an object of any topology thatmay have several connected components. Thus, the outside is labelled �rst. We start at a voxel located ata corner of the 3D lattice, and propagate the information \outside voxel" to all its unlabelled neighbors.The inner voxels are those that have not been reached at the end of this process. The border voxels are notentirely included in the object, so we do not consider them as inner voxels.This method works for most applications, but would not hold the case of a closed object containing a closedhole. In other words, the outside is supposed to have a single connected component.



3. Distance map computation and Medial-axis extraction: Once the border and the inside of theobject are de�ned, a distance-map is computed based on the Chamfer distance giving a distance betweeneach innner voxel of the object and the outside. Then, we use a local criterion for extracting the medialaxis. A detailled description of the algorithm we use is given in Appendix A.3.3. Tuning the medial axis resolution according to the dataLow resolution medial axis may miss the object's details (see Figure 2 (a)), but resolution cannot be increasedto any value. If we represent the inner volume of the object as a function of the resolution (de�ned as thenumber of voxels in one edge of the cubic lattice), we see that this function grows to a maximum, and thendecreases (see Figure 3). After the peak, the resolution is so high that the voxels labelled as \border voxel" donot de�ne a closed surface anymore. In this case, the inside/outside separation cannot be correctly established(see Figure 2 (c)).In practice, the resolution parameter that is chosen (see Figure 2 (b)) must represent a good compromisebetween the quality of the �nal reconstruction and the number of medial axis elements, which increases withresolution and inuences the processing time. We set it at the middle of the area where volume increases.
(a) 124 spheres (b) 1050 spheres (c) 1191 spheresFigure 2: medial axis of the vertebra, resolution = (a) 24, (b) 42, (c) 58
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torusFigure 3: Estimation of the resolution parameter.3.4. Turning medial axes into implicit surfacesSince an isolated skeleton-point generates an implicit sphere, a simple solution would be to directly use themedial axis points for generating blended iso-surfaces. The �eld function characteristics could be computedfrom the radii of medial axis spheres, with sharp tangents in order to limit blending between neighboringspheres.However, this approach would have major limitations.� The surface obtained would not be smooth, since sharp �eld functions are needed to generate a surface thatis close to the set of maximal spheres.



� Some artifact in the reconstructed shape would be produced, since the medial axis is not minimal, inthe sense that a medial axis sphere may be included in the union of some other spheres. Using all theseoverlapping spheres for implicit reconstruction would locally move the surface away from the data points.Thus, our idea is to further exploit the blending properties of implicit surfaces in order to generate an iso-surface from only a small subset of the medial axis points. This leads to both a more precise and a morecompact representation of the reconstructed shape.The next section explains how we use the medial axis for selecting and adding new skeletons in an iterativeway, progressively re�ning the object's representation. This new method avoids the intensive computationalprocess of splitting skeletons used in previous approaches.4. Creation and re�nement of the implicit surfaceThe basic idea is to progressively select some of the medial axis elements, turn them into skeletons withassociated �eld functions, and adjust their parameters in order to improve the quality of reconstruction. Toachieve this, the de�nition of a robust and e�cient selection heuristic is a very important point. The use oflocal �eld functions permits de�nition of such an heuristic.This section describes the choice of �eld functions, and then gives details about the selection heuristic andthe general reconstruction algorithm.4.1. De�nition of local �eld functionsLocal �eld functions that become zero with their derivatives at a certain radius of inuence R have beenintroduced for optimising �eld computations during the design of complex objects 30. Another bene�t isthat such �elds o�er local control on the implicit surface, which is particularly important for a reconstructionprocess since optimising skeletons in an area should not modify an adequate reconstruction of the data alreadyobtained elsewhere. As shown in the next section, the use of local �eld will also simplify the de�nition of alocal selection criterion for turning a medial axis into an implicit surface.The chosen �eld function will be used in a computer-intensive minimisation process. So we need a modelthat is controlled by very few parameters (in order to limit the dimension of the search space), and thatprovides e�cient computation time as well. Consequently, �eld contributions fi that are composed of both alinear and a quadratic curve segment are demonstrated. They have only two parameters (see Figure 4):� The radius ei of the sphere created by a skeleton-point Si alone (ei is characterized by fi(ei) = iso) ;� The sti�ness ki in ei, that de�nes the blending properties of the surface. ki can be used to tune thesmoothness of the resulting surface (see Figure 1).Contrary to Muraki who uses both positive and negative �eld functions, we use positive �elds only. This seemsmore appropriate for future applications that may involve a physically-based simulation of the deformationsof reconstructed objects, for instance with the method presented in 11.
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fi(P ) = kiei(ei �Ri) + 3ei �Ri(ei � Ri)3 (r �Ri)2 if r 2 [ei; Ri]fi(P ) = 0 elsewhereWhere r = d(P;Si) and Ri = (ei � 2ki ) is the radius of inuence.This leads to only 5 parameters which have to be optimised for each skeleton-point: ei, ki, xi, yi, zi.4.2. A local criterion to e�ciently select new primitivesBefore the reconstruction process, an implicit primitive (e.g., a skeleton-point provided with a �eld function)is associated with each element of the medial axis: the parameters xi, yi, zi are de�ned by the medial axispoints, ei is given by the radius of the associated maximal sphere, and ki is set to the inverse of the size ofvoxels used in the medial axis construction in order to give a signi�cant to the size of the area of inuencearound each primitive.Then, at each step of the reconstruction process, some of these primitives are added to the iso-surface inorder to improve its �t with the data. Indeed, the best candidates for insertion are those of the medial axisprimitives Si that were not already selected, and which area of inuence correspond to the zone of the surfacewhere the reconstruction is the worst, as depicted in Figure 5.So, we de�ne the selection criterion as:Ci =  miXj=1(f(Pj;i)� iso)2!where the sum is made only on the mi points Pj;i that are inside Si's sphere of inuence. The primitives withgreatest Ci will be those selected next.In practice, we use this criterion for selecting several primitives at each iteration of the algorithm, takingcare that they stay well distributed within the object. Then we optimise the parameters of these primitivesbefore performing further selections. Details of this process follow.4.3. The reconstruction algorithmWe associate a ag \chosen primitive" to each medial axis element in order to indicate if it has been insertedto the implicit object or not. We also attach a \chosen point" ag to each data point, in order to indicatewether the point is or is not within the area of inuence of a sphere that has been selected at the current step.At each reconstruction step:1. The \chosen point" ag of each data point is reset.2. As long as some data points have not been selected:� The local criterion Ci associated with each of the non-selected primitives, based on the non-selecteddata points is calculated, and� The primitive with highest Ci is marked as \chosen primitive", and the data points of its area of inuenceare marked as \chosen points".3. The ei and ki parameters of the primitives that have just been added are optimised, keeping them �xed inspace (indeed, the medial axis point gives a good estimate of their position).4. All the parameters of all the skeletons de�ning the implicit surface are optimised. This permits reconstruc-tion with fewer skeletons.As in previous approaches, the energy that is minimised during the optimisation steps is de�ned from the �eldvalues at the data points P . The number of the data points is ndata.E = 1ndata  XP (f(P )� iso)2!



next primitive to select

Data points with flag "chosen point" set

Data points with flag "chosen point" clear

Area of influence of a primitive which
"chosen primitive" flag is clear
Area of influence of a primitive which
"chosen primitive" flag is setFigure 5: A step of the algorithm5. Experimental resultsThe automatic reconstruction process presented is implemented within the visualisation software AVS on aDEC AXP3000 workstation. The numerical details are given in Table 1.5.1. Medial axes examplesWe show the results of medial axes calculations on a synthetic torus, on the torso of a dummy which datapoints come from a range sensor, and on a vertebra (see Figure 6). The data points of the vertebra have beenobtained by segmentation of scanner images. A medial axis computation takes about 10 seconds for theseexamples.

(a) (b) (c)Figure 6: The data points and the spheres of the medial axis.The radii are represented in grey-level: the darkest are the largest.5.2. Samples of reconstructionThis section shows results of reconstruction with the progressive selection algorithm we have de�ned (Figures 7,8 and 9).The example of the synthetic \Y" (Figures 7 and 8 (c)) demonstrates that the reconstruction works, evenif the distance between adjacent slicing planes is large in comparison to the distance between points on thesame contour, which is a limitation for other methods, like Hoppe's 12.The set of data points of the vertebra which contained 19837 points has been reduced to 2037 points to beused in the reconstruction step.



(a) (b) (c)Figure 7: Data points and skeleton-points.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 8: Data points and reconstructed surfaces.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 9: Reconstruction of the vertebra with 46 skeleton-points.(a) Front view of the data points and skeleton-points(b) and (c) front and back views of the reconstructed surface.Table 1: Reconstruction statisticsnumber of medial axis n. of medial number of �nal calculation numberobject data points resolution axis spheres skeletons Energy E time (sec) of passestorus 4176 22 172 12 5:46e�4 163 1torso 2027 26 181 42 3:78e�3 843 3Y 871 14 16 10 2:74e�3 194 1vertebra 19837 42 10502037 46 3:14e�2 3135 1



6. Conclusion and Future workA fully automatic surface reconstruction method is presented that can be used on an unstructured set of datapoints and that can handle objects of complex geometry and topology. The method is based on iso-surfacesgenerated by skeletons providing a smooth compact representation of complex shapes. The essential principleis to exploit the information given by the discrete medial axis of the set of points to facilitate and acceleratereconstruction. Rather than splitting implicit primitives as in 19 before each optimisation step, a fast androbust algorithm is presented that progressively selects new primitives within the discrete medial axis set.This results in a compact representation of smooth free form shapes, since the number of skeletons selected forthe implicit surface generation is much smaller than the discrete medial axis. Reconstruction with still fewerimplicit primitives could be performed by constructing more complicated skeletons such as curve segmentsfrom the medial axis. Non isotropic �eld functions depending on the curve parameter could then be computedfor de�ning the isosurface.Appendix A: Medial axis computationDistance mapThe distance transform operation uses an image as input where the voxels that are inside the object have thevalue 1 and the others have the value 0, and replaces the value of the object voxels by the distance from thevoxel to the background, i.e., to the nearest background voxel. This is called a distance map.The Chamfer distanceWe use a discrete distance called Chamfer distance d3;4;5 7; 27 to approximate the euclidian distance in 3D.The principle is to give a weighted cost of 3, 4, or 5 to the move from a voxel v0 to each of its 26 neighbours(see Figure 10). The restriction of d3;4;5 in 2D, d3;4, is used as an example (see Figures 10 and 12).(a) d3;4 (b) d3;4;5
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(c) the valuesFigure 10: Local weights of the Chamfer distance d3;4;5 and d3;4.Building a distance mapThe Chamfer distance allows a rapid distance map computation. Instead of exhaustively testing the wholevolume for each inner voxel in order to locate the nearest background voxel, the Rosenfeld method 22 isprefered. The distance information is propagated to all the voxels using two sequential convolution operationson the volume. The convolution �lters are the two halves of a 3 � 3 � 3 cube, centered on current voxel v0.They are symmetric around v0, the �rst half FF contains the voxels vi before v0 in the scanning direction,their local coordinates are (xi; yi; zi) 2 f�1; 0; 1g3 and their weights are wi (3, 4 or 5). The backward half-�lterBF contains the voxels vi(�xi;�yi;�zi) of weights wi. None of the two �lters contains 0 (see Figure 11).Each voxel of the object must have an initial value of 1, the background is 0. The two passes successivelyreplace each voxel value V by a value depending on the voxel neighbours values.Forward Pass: top to bottom, back to front, and left to rightV [x; y; z] = minvi2FF fV [x+ xi; y + yi; z + zi] + wigBackward Pass: bottom to top,front to back, and right to leftV [x; y; z] = minvi2BF fV [x; y; z]; V [x� xi; y � yi; z � zi] + wigOnce we have computed the distance map on the object, we need to select the points that constitute themedial axis.
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